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1. Problem Statement & Background

The code chart for the Hangul Compatibility Jamo block at U+3130-U+318F has the following for U+3164 HANGUL FILLER showing “cae om” as an informative alias:

```
Special character
3164  ᵈ  HANGUL FILLER
    = cae om
≈ 1160 ʰ  hangul jungscong filler
```

The above is for Hangul Filler (i.e., 채움 in Korean) character (at row 4 and column 52) as shown in an edition of the original KS C 5601 (currently known as KS X 1001) code chart:

```
\[
\begin{array}{cccccccc}
R & S & T & U & V &  \\
--; & ᵑ & ᵒ & ᵑ & ᵒ &  \\
Σ & T & T & Φ & X &  \\
\end{array}
\]
```

The “cae om” shown in the Unicode code chart as an informative alias for U+3164 is not a correct Hangul Romanization in any known standards or rules; and it causes confusion on the alias itself.

As a background info, the corresponding Unicode 1.0 code chart has:

```
Special character
3164  ᵘ  HANGUL CAE OM
    = FILL
```

2. Proposed Change

Following widely accepted Hangul Romanization rules and standards, I'd like to propose to change the informative alias for U+3164 HANGUL FILLER from:

```
= cae om
```

to:

```
= chae um
```
or, if the above is not acceptable, then, alternatively, to:

```
= hangul cae om (1.0)  
· the above “cae om” is a mis-romanization of hangul “chae um”
```

END_OF_MEMO.